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Tapp, and Michael Werner.Robert B. Tapp is professor emeritus of Humanities, Religious Studies, and South Asian
End of History and the Last Man Francis Fukuyama 2006-03-01 Ever since its first publication in 1992, The End of

Studies at the University of Minnesota, and dean of the Humanist Institute.

History and the Last Man has provoked controversy and debate. Francis Fukuyama's prescient analysis of religious

An Introduction to Political Communication Brian McNair 2003-09-02 An Introduction to Political Communication

fundamentalism, politics, scientific progress, ethical codes, and war is as essential for a world fighting

explores the relationship between politics, the media and democracy in the UK, the USA and other contemporary

fundamentalist terrorists as it was for the end of the Cold War. Now updated with a new afterword, The End of

societies. Brian McNair examines how politicians, trade unions, pressure groups, non-governmental organizations

History and the Last Man is a modern classic.

and terrorist organizations make use of the media. Separate chapters look at political media and their effects, the

Structuring the State Daniel Ziblatt 2008-01-21 Germany's and Italy's belated national unifications continue to loom

work of political advertising, marketing and public relations and the communication practices of organizations at all

large in contemporary debates. Often regarded as Europe's paradigmatic instances of failed modernization, the two

levels, from grassroots campaigning through to governments and international bodies. Recent developments

countries form the basis of many of our most prized theories of social science. Structuring the State undertakes one

covered in the new edition include: * the re-election of New Labour in 2001 * the changes in government

of the first systematic comparisons of the two cases, putting the origins of these nation-states and the nature of

information and communication policy introduced by the Blair administration since 1997 * the 2000 election of

European political development in new light. Daniel Ziblatt begins his analysis with a striking puzzle: Upon

George W. Bush in the United States * the NATO interventions in Kosovo and the former Yugoslavia * the

national unification, why was Germany formed as a federal nation-state and Italy as a unitary nation-state? He

implications for international political communication of September 11 * the emergence of Al-Quaida and the war

traces the diplomatic maneuverings and high political drama of national unification in nineteenth-century

on terror.

Germany and Italy to refute the widely accepted notion that the two states' structure stemmed exclusively from

Against Democracy Jason Brennan 2017-09-26 A bracingly provocative challenge to one of our most cherished

Machiavellian farsightedness on the part of militarily powerful political leaders. Instead, he demonstrates that

ideas and institutions Most people believe democracy is a uniquely just form of government. They believe people

Germany's and Italy's "founding fathers" were constrained by two very different pre-unification patterns of

have the right to an equal share of political power. And they believe that political participation is good for us—it

institutional development. In Germany, a legacy of well-developed sub-national institutions provided the key

empowers us, helps us get what we want, and tends to make us smarter, more virtuous, and more caring for one

building blocks of federalism. In Italy, these institutions' absence doomed federalism. This crucial difference in the

another. These are some of our most cherished ideas about democracy. But Jason Brennan says they are all wrong.

organization of local power still shapes debates about federalism in Italy and Germany today. By exposing the

In this trenchant book, Brennan argues that democracy should be judged by its results—and the results are not

source of this enduring contrast, Structuring the State offers a broader theory of federalism's origins that will

good enough. Just as defendants have a right to a fair trial, citizens have a right to competent government. But

interest scholars and students of comparative politics, state-building, international relations, and European political

democracy is the rule of the ignorant and the irrational, and it all too often falls short. Furthermore, no one has a

history.

fundamental right to any share of political power, and exercising political power does most of us little good. On the

Insurgency Jeremy W. Peters 2022-02-08 How did the party of Lincoln become the party of Trump? From an

contrary, a wide range of social science research shows that political participation and democratic deliberation

acclaimed political reporter for The New York Times comes the definitive story of the mutiny that shattered

actually tend to make people worse—more irrational, biased, and mean. Given this grim picture, Brennan argues

American politics. “A bracing account of how the party of Lincoln and Reagan was hijacked by gadflies and grifters

that a new system of government—epistocracy, the rule of the knowledgeable—may be better than democracy,

who reshaped their movement into becoming an anti-democratic cancer that attacked the U.S. Capitol.”—Joe

and that it's time to experiment and find out. A challenging critique of democracy and the first sustained defense of

Scarborough Jeremy W. Peters’s epic narrative chronicles the fracturing of the Republican Party. Insurgency is a

the rule of the knowledgeable, Against Democracy is essential reading for scholars and students of politics across the

fantasia-like story of a party establishment that believed it could control the dark energy it helped foment—right

disciplines. Featuring a new preface that situates the book within the current political climate and discusses other

up until it suddenly couldn’t. How, Peters asks, did conservative values that Republicans claimed to cherish, like

alternatives beyond epistocracy, Against Democracy is a challenging critique of democracy and the first sustained

small government, fiscal responsibility, and morality in public service, get completely eroded as an unshakable

defense of the rule of the knowledgeable.

faith in Donald Trump grew to define the party? The answer is a tale traced across three decades—with new

Conservative Parties and the Birth of Democracy Daniel Ziblatt 2017-04-18 How do democracies form and what

reporting and firsthand accounts from the people who were there—of populist uprisings that destabilized the party.

makes them die? Daniel Ziblatt revisits this timely and classic question in a wide-ranging historical narrative that

The signs of conflict were plainly evident for anyone who cared to look. After Barack Obama’s election convinced

traces the evolution of modern political democracy in Europe from its modest beginnings in 1830s Britain to Adolf

many Republicans that they faced an existential demographics crossroads, many believed the only way to save the

Hitler's 1933 seizure of power in Weimar Germany. Based on rich historical and quantitative evidence, the book

party was to create a more inclusive and diverse coalition. But party leaders underestimated the energy and

offers a major reinterpretation of European history and the question of how stable political democracy is achieved.

popular appeal of those who would pull the party in the opposite direction. They failed to see how the right-wing

The barriers to inclusive political rule, Ziblatt finds, were not inevitably overcome by unstoppable tides of

media they hailed as truth-telling was warping the reality in which their voters lived. And they did not

socioeconomic change, a simple triumph of a growing middle class, or even by working class collective action.

understand the complicated moral framework by which many conservatives would view Trump, leading

Instead, political democracy's fate surprisingly hinged on how conservative political parties - the historical

evangelicals and one-issue voters to shed Republican orthodoxy if it delivered a Supreme Court that would undo

defenders of power, wealth, and privilege - recast themselves and coped with the rise of their own radical right.

Roe v. Wade. In this sweeping history, Peters details key junctures and episodes to unfurl the story of a revolution

With striking modern parallels, the book has vital implications for today's new and old democracies under siege.

from within. Its architects had little interest in the America of the new century but a deep understanding of the

Let them Eat Tweets: How the Right Rules in an Age of Extreme Inequality Jacob S. Hacker 2020-07-07 A New

iron will of a shrinking minority. With Trump as their polestar, their gamble paid greater dividends than they’d

York Times Editors’ Choice An “essential” (Jane Mayer) account of the dangerous marriage of plutocratic economic

ever imagined, extending the life of far-right conservatism in United States domestic policy into the next half

priorities and right-wing populist appeals — and how it threatens the pillars of American democracy. In Let Them

century.

Eat Tweets, best-selling political scientists Jacob S. Hacker and Paul Pierson argue that despite the rhetoric of

How Democracies Die Steven Levitsky 2018-01-16 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • “Comprehensive,

Donald Trump, Josh Hawley, and other right-wing “populists,” the Republican Party came to serve its plutocratic

enlightening, and terrifyingly timely.”—The New York Times Book Review (Editors' Choice) WINNER OF

masters to a degree without precedent in modern global history. To maintain power while serving the 0.1

THE GOLDSMITH BOOK PRIZE • SHORTLISTED FOR THE LIONEL GELBER PRIZE • NAMED ONE OF

percent, the GOP has relied on increasingly incendiary racial and cultural appeals to its almost entirely white base.

THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY The Washington Post • Time • Foreign Affairs • WBUR • Paste Donald

Calling this dangerous hybrid “plutocratic populism,” Hacker and Pierson show how, over the last forty years,

Trump’s presidency has raised a question that many of us never thought we’d be asking: Is our democracy in

reactionary plutocrats and right-wing populists have become the two faces of a party that now actively

danger? Harvard professors Steven Levitsky and Daniel Ziblatt have spent more than twenty years studying the

undermines democracy to achieve its goals against the will of the majority of Americans. Based on decades of

breakdown of democracies in Europe and Latin America, and they believe the answer is yes. Democracy no longer

research and featuring a new epilogue about the intensification of GOP radicalism after the 2020 election, Let

ends with a bang—in a revolution or military coup—but with a whimper: the slow, steady weakening of critical

Them Eat Tweets authoritatively explains the doom loop of tax cutting and fearmongering that defines the

institutions, such as the judiciary and the press, and the gradual erosion of long-standing political norms. The good

Republican Party—and reveals how the rest of us can fight back.

news is that there are several exit ramps on the road to authoritarianism. The bad news is that, by electing Trump,

The Death of Democracy Benjamin Carter Hett 2018-04-03 A riveting account of how the Nazi Party came to

we have already passed the first one. Drawing on decades of research and a wide range of historical and global

power and how the failures of the Weimar Republic and the shortsightedness of German politicians allowed it to

examples, from 1930s Europe to contemporary Hungary, Turkey, and Venezuela, to the American South during

happen. Why did democracy fall apart so quickly and completely in Germany in the 1930s? How did a democratic

Jim Crow, Levitsky and Ziblatt show how democracies die—and how ours can be saved. Praise for How

government allow Adolf Hitler to seize power? In The Death of Democracy, Benjamin Carter Hett answers these

Democracies Die “What we desperately need is a sober, dispassionate look at the current state of affairs. Steven

questions, and the story he tells has disturbing resonances for our own time. To say that Hitler was elected is too

Levitsky and Daniel Ziblatt, two of the most respected scholars in the field of democracy studies, offer just

simple. He would never have come to power if Germany’s leading politicians had not responded to a spate of

that.”—The Washington Post “Where Levitsky and Ziblatt make their mark is in weaving together political

populist insurgencies by trying to co-opt him, a strategy that backed them into a corner from which the only way

science and historical analysis of both domestic and international democratic crises; in doing so, they expand the

out was to bring the Nazis in. Hett lays bare the misguided confidence of conservative politicians who believed

conversation beyond Trump and before him, to other countries and to the deep structure of American democracy

that Hitler and his followers would willingly support them, not recognizing that their efforts to use the Nazis

and politics.”—Ezra Klein, Vox “If you only read one book for the rest of the year, read How Democracies Die. . .

actually played into Hitler’s hands. They had willingly given him the tools to turn Germany into a vicious

.This is not a book for just Democrats or Republicans. It is a book for all Americans. It is nonpartisan. It is fact based.

dictatorship. Benjamin Carter Hett is a leading scholar of twentieth-century Germany and a gifted storyteller

It is deeply rooted in history. . . . The best commentary on our politics, no contest.”—Michael Morrell, former

whose portraits of these feckless politicians show how fragile democracy can be when those in power do not

Acting Director of the Central Intelligence Agency (via Twitter) “A smart and deeply informed book about the

respect it. He offers a powerful lesson for today, when democracy once again finds itself embattled and the siren

ways in which democracy is being undermined in dozens of countries around the world, and in ways that are

song of strongmen sounds ever louder.

perfectly legal.”—Fareed Zakaria, CNN

The Burden of Democracy Pratap Bhanu Mehta 2003 After Nearly Six Decades Of Its Existence, There Is A

The Fate of Democracy Robert B. Tapp Although some may argue that democracy is more widespread today than

Pervasive Feeling That India S Democracy Is In Crisis. But What Is The Nature Of This Threat? In This Essay

at any time in history, others point to the dangerous, irrational forces in both the West and the East that threaten

Pratap Bhanu Mehta, Reminding Us What A Bold Experiment Bringing Democracy To A Largely Illiterate And

the future of democratic government. The contributors to this volume of essays from The Humanist Institute all

Unpropertied India Was, Argues That The Sphere Of Politics Has Truly Created Opportunities For People To

share this concern for the serious challenges that have recently arisen to confront the democratic way of life. They

Participate In Society. But, Looking At Various Facets, He Also Finds That Persistent Social Inequality On The

point to the strengthening of irrational belief systems within many of the world's religions, conservative trends

One Hand, And A Mistaken View Of The State S Proper Function And Organization On The Other, Have

both here and abroad that seem to favor a form of theocracy over secular democracy, and the weakening of

Modified And Hindered The Workings Of Democracy And Its Effects In Innumerable Ways. Positing The Quest

traditional liberal ideals through the controversies surrounding postmodernism and multiculturalism.In addition to

For Self-Respect As Democracy S Deepest Aspiration, This Essay Explores How Inequality And The Crisis Of

these shared concerns, the contributors also share a commitment to the Enlightenment emphasis upon the powers

Accountability Have Together Impeded Collective Action To Achieve Such An End. To Recover This Sense Of

of reason in free individuals. Central to the preservation of democracy is the rule of law, which depends upon an

Moral Well Being And Responsibility, Mehta Suggests, Is The Core Of The Democratic Challenge Before Us.

educated citizenry. One of the dangers today is that respect for Enlightenment ideals as well as the quality of

Optimistic, Lively And Closely Argued, The Burden Of Democracy Offers A New Ideological Imagination That

education are being undercut.Among the specific topics treated are individual rights and freedoms versus the need

Throws Light On Our Discontents. By Returning To The Basics Of Democracy It Serves To Illuminate Our

for security against terrorism, freedom of the press during a War on Terrorism, and the importance of education to

Predicament, Even While Perceiving The Broad Contours For Change. Interrogating India Is A Series That Looks

the future of democracy.The contributors include Vern L. Bullough, Joseph Chuman, Carmela Epright, Kurt

Critically At The Common Sense Prevailing On Some Of The Most Pressing Issues Of Our Times. Provocative

Johnson, Paul Kurtz, Sarah Oelberg, Howard Radest, Philip Regal, Andreas Rosenberg, Harvey Sarles, Robert

And Incisive, It Has Essays On Themes Ranging From Secularism, Political Representation And Nationalism, To
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Corruption, Terrorism And Language, Which Figure Prominently In Today S Middle-Class Discourse. Passionate,

duty personnel, and civilian supporters concluded that waging war on their own country was justified. They

Accessible And Opinionated, These Reflections From Some Of India S Best Minds Should Help Us Make Better

unified people from a variety of militant groups, including Klansmen, neo-Nazis, skinheads, radical tax protestors,

Sense Of The Public Debate On These Issues While Hopefully Provoking Us To Respond To The Challenges They

and white separatists. The white power movement operated with discipline and clarity, undertaking assassinations,

Present.

mercenary soldiering, armed robbery, counterfeiting, and weapons trafficking. Its command structure gave

The People Vs. Democracy Yascha Mounk 2018-03-05 Uiteenzetting over de opkomst van het populisme en het

women a prominent place in brokering intergroup alliances and giving birth to future recruits. Belew’s disturbing

gevaar daarvan voor de democratie.

history reveals how war cannot be contained in time and space. In its wake, grievances intensify and violence

Democracy David A. Moss 2017-02-01 Historian David Moss adapts the case study method made famous by Harvard

becomes a logical course of action for some. Bring the War Home argues for awareness of the heightened potential

Business School to revitalize our conversations about governance and democracy and show how the United States

for paramilitarism in a present defined by ongoing war.

has often thrived on political conflict. These 19 cases ask us to weigh choices and consequences, wrestle with

Four Threats Suzanne Mettler 2020-08-11 An urgent, historically-grounded take on the four major factors that

momentous decisions, and come to our own conclusions.

undermine American democracy, and what we can do to address them. While many Americans despair of the

Why We're Polarized Ezra Klein 2020-04-02 'This book helped me understand modern politics better' - Bill Gates,

current state of U.S. politics, most assume that our system of government and democracy itself are invulnerable to

Summer Reading Pick 2022 'Powerful [and] intelligent' - Fareed Zakaria, CNN 'Superbly researched and written'

decay. Yet when we examine the past, we find that the United States has undergone repeated crises of democracy,

- Francis Fukuyama, The Washington Post America's political system isn't broken. The truth is scarier: it's

from the earliest days of the republic to the present. In Four Threats, Suzanne Mettler and Robert C. Lieberman

working exactly as designed. In Why We're Polarized, Ezra Klein reveals the structural and psychological forces

explore five moments in history when democracy in the U.S. was under siege: the 1790s, the Civil War, the

behind America's deep political divisions, revealing how a system filled with rational, functional parts can combine

Gilded Age, the Depression, and Watergate. These episodes risked profound—even fatal—damage to the American

into a dysfunctional whole. Neither a polemic nor a lament, this book offers a clear framework for understanding

democratic experiment. From this history, four distinct characteristics of disruption emerge. Political polarization,

everything from Trump's rise to the Democratic Party's leftward shift to the politicisation of everyday culture.

racism and nativism, economic inequality, and excessive executive power—alone or in combination—have

Klein shows how and why American politics polarised in the twentieth century, what that polarisation did to

threatened the survival of the republic, but it has survived—so far. What is unique, and alarming, about the

Americans' views of the world and one another, and how feedback loops between polarised political identities and

present moment in American politics is that all four conditions exist. This convergence marks the contemporary

polarised political institutions drive the system toward crisis. This revelatory book will change how you look at

era as a grave moment for democracy. But history provides a valuable repository from which we can draw lessons

politics, and perhaps at yourself.

about how democracy was eventually strengthened—or weakened—in the past. By revisiting how earlier

What Is Populism? Jan-Werner Müller 2017-11-02 'There is no better guide to the populist passions of the present'

generations of Americans faced threats to the principles enshrined in the Constitution, we can see the promise and

The New York Times Donald Trump, Silvio Berlusconi, Marine Le Pen, Hugo Chávez - populists are on the rise

the peril that have led us to today and chart a path toward repairing our civic fabric and renewing democracy.

across the globe. But what exactly is populism? Should everyone who criticizes Wall Street or Washington be

Informal Institutions and Democracy Gretchen Helmke 2006-08-28 This volume analyzes the function of informal

called a populist? What precisely is the difference between right-wing and left-wing populism? Does populism

institutions in Latin America and how they support or weaken democratic governance. The contributors examine

bring government closer to the people or is it a threat to democracy? Who are "the people" anyway and who can

how informal rules shape the performance of state and democratic institutions, offering fresh and timely insights

speak in their name? These questions have never been more pressing. In this provocative book, Jan-Werner

into contemporary problems of governability, "unrule of law," and the absence of effective representation,

Müller argues that at populism's core is a rejection of pluralism. Populists will always claim that they and they

participation, and accountability in Latin America.

alone represent the people and their true interests. Contrary to conventional wisdom, populists can govern on the

How Civil Wars Start Barbara F. Walter 2022-01-06 'When one of the world's leading scholars of civil war tells us

basis of their claim to exclusive moral representation of the people: if populists have enough power, they will end

that a country is on the brink of violent conflict, we should pay attention. This is an important book' Steven

up creating an authoritarian state that excludes all those not considered part of the proper "people". Proposing a

Levitsky and Daniel Ziblatt, authors of How Democracies Die Civil wars are the biggest danger to world peace

number of concrete strategies for how liberal democrats should best deal with populists, Müller shows how to

today - this book shows us why they happen, and how to avoid them. Most of us don't know it, but we are living

counter their claims to speak exclusively for "the silent majority".

in the world's greatest era of civil wars. While violence has declined worldwide, civil wars have increased. This is

How Fascism Works Jason Stanley 2018-09-04 “No single book is as relevant to the present moment.”—Claudia

a new phenomenon. With the exception of a handful of cases - the American and English civil wars, the French

Rankine, author of Citizen “One of the defining books of the decade.”—Elizabeth Hinton, author of From the War

Revolution - historically it has been rare for people to organise and fight their governments. This has changed.

on Poverty to the War on Crime NEW YORK TIMES BOOK REVIEW EDITORS’ CHOICE • With a new

Since 1946, over 250 armed conflicts have broken out around the world, a number that continues to rise. Major

preface • Fascist politics are running rampant in America today—and spreading around the world. A Yale

civil wars are now being fought in countries including Iraq, Syria and Libya. Smaller civil wars are being fought

philosopher identifies the ten pillars of fascist politics, and charts their horrifying rise and deep history. As the child

in Ukraine, India, and Malaysia. Even countries we thought could never experience another civil war - such as

of refugees of World War II Europe and a renowned philosopher and scholar of propaganda, Jason Stanley has a

the USA, Sweden and Ireland - are showing signs of unrest. In How Civil Wars Start, acclaimed expert Barbara F.

deep understanding of how democratic societies can be vulnerable to fascism: Nations don’t have to be fascist to

Walter, who has advised on political violence everywhere from the CIA to the U.S. Senate to the United Nations,

suffer from fascist politics. In fact, fascism’s roots have been present in the United States for more than a century.

explains the rise of civil war and the conditions that create it. As democracies across the world backslide and

Alarmed by the pervasive rise of fascist tactics both at home and around the globe, Stanley focuses here on the

citizens become more polarised, civil wars will become even more widespread and last longer than they have in

structures that unite them, laying out and analyzing the ten pillars of fascist politics—the language and beliefs that

the past. This urgent and important book shows us a path back toward peace.

separate people into an “us” and a “them.” He knits together reflections on history, philosophy, sociology, and

Code Red E.J. Dionne, Jr. 2020-02-04 "An exquisitely timed book ... Code Red is a worthwhile exploration of the

critical race theory with stories from contemporary Hungary, Poland, India, Myanmar, and the United States,

shared goals (and shared enemies) that unite moderates and progressives. But more than that, it is a sharp reminder

among other nations. He makes clear the immense danger of underestimating the cumulative power of these

that the common ground on which Dionne built his career has been badly eroded, with little prospect that it will

tactics, which include exploiting a mythic version of a nation’s past; propaganda that twists the language of

soon be restored.” —The New York Times Book Review New York Times bestselling author and Washington

democratic ideals against themselves; anti-intellectualism directed against universities and experts; law and order

Post columnist E. J. Dionne, Jr. sounds the alarm in Code Red, calling for an alliance between progressives and

politics predicated on the assumption that members of minority groups are criminals; and fierce attacks on labor

moderates to seize the moment and restore hope to America’s future for the 2020 presidential election. Will

groups and welfare. These mechanisms all build on one another, creating and reinforcing divisions and shaping a

progressives and moderates feud while America burns? Or will these natural allies take advantage of the greatest

society vulnerable to the appeals of authoritarian leadership. By uncovering disturbing patterns that are as

opportunity since the New Deal Era to strengthen American democracy, foster social justice, and turn back the

prevalent today as ever, Stanley reveals that the stuff of politics—charged by rhetoric and myth—can quickly

threats of the Trump Era? The United States stands at a crossroads. Broad and principled opposition to Donald

become policy and reality. Only by recognizing fascists politics, he argues, may we resist its most harmful effects

Trump’s presidency has drawn millions of previously disengaged citizens to the public square and to the ballot

and return to democratic ideals. “With unsettling insight and disturbing clarity, How Fascism Works is an essential

boxes. This inspired and growing activism for social and political change hasn’t been seen since the days of

guidebook to our current national dilemma of democracy vs. authoritarianism.”—William Jelani Cobb, author of

Franklin Roosevelt’s New Deal policies and the Progressive and Civil Rights movements. But if progressives and

The Substance of Hope

moderates are unable—and unwilling—to overcome their differences, they could not only enable Trump to prevail

How Democracy Ends David Runciman 2018-05-10 'Scintillating ... thought-provoking ... one of the very best of

again but also squander an occasion for launching a new era of reform. In Code Red, award-winning journalist E. J.

the great crop of recent books on the subject.' Andrew Rawnsley, Observer Democracy has died hundreds of times,

Dionne, Jr., calls for a shared commitment to decency and a politics focused on freedom, fairness, and the future,

all over the world. We think we know what that looks like: chaos descends and the military arrives to restore

encouraging progressives and moderates to explore common ground and expand the unity that brought about

order, until the people can be trusted to look after their own affairs again. However, there is a danger that this

Democrat victories in the 2018 elections. He offers a unifying model for furthering progress with a Politics of

picture is out of date. Until very recently, most citizens of Western democracies would have imagined that the

Remedy, Dignity, and More: one that solves problems, resolve disputes, and moves forward; that sits at the heart of

end was a long way off, and very few would have thought it might be happening before their eyes as Trump,

the demands for justice by both long-marginalized and recently-displaced groups; and that posits a positive future

Brexit and paranoid populism have become a reality. David Runciman, one of the UK's leading professors of

for Americans with more covered by health insurance, more with decent wages, more with good schools, more

politics, answers all this and more as he surveys the political landscape of the West, helping us to spot the new

security from gun violence, more action to roll back climate change. Breaking through the partisan noise and

signs of a collapsing democracy and advising us on what could come next.

cutting against conventional wisdom to provide a realistic look at political possibilities, Dionne offers a strategy for

National Populism Roger Eatwell 2018-10-25 A crucial new guide to one of the most important and most

progressives and moderates to think more clearly and accept the responsibilities that history now imposes on them.

dangerous phenomena of our time: the rise of populism in the West Across the West, there is a rising tide of

Because at this point in our national story, change can’t wait.

people who feel excluded, alienated from mainstream politics, and increasingly hostile towards minorities,

Democracy in Modern Europe Jussi Kurunmäki 2018-06-19 As one of the most influential ideas in modern

immigrants and neo-liberal economics. Many of these voters are turning to national populist movements, which

European history, democracy has fundamentally reshaped not only the landscape of governance, but also social and

pose the most serious threat to the Western liberal democratic system, and its values, since the Second World War.

political thought throughout the world. Democracy in Modern Europe surveys the conceptual history of

From the United States to France, Austria to the UK, the national populist challenge to mainstream politics is all

democracy in modern Europe, from the Industrial Revolutions of the nineteenth century through both world

around us. But what is behind this exclusionary turn? Who supports these movements and why? What does their

wars and the rise of welfare states to the present era of the European Union. Exploring individual countries as

rise tell us about the health of liberal democratic politics in the West? And what, if anything, should we do to

well as regional dynamics, this volume comprises a tightly organized, comprehensive, and thoroughly up-to-date

respond to these challenges? Written by two of the foremost experts on fascism and the rise of the populist right,

exploration of a foundational issue in European political and intellectual history.

National Populism is a lucid and deeply-researched guide to the radical transformations of today's political

Twilight of Democracy Anne Applebaum 2020-07-21 A FINANCIAL TIMES, ECONOMIST AND NEW

landscape, revealing why liberal democracies across the West are being challenged-and what those who support

STATESMAN BOOK OF THE YEAR 2020 'The most important non-fiction book of the year' David Hare In the

them can do to help stem the tide.

years just before and after the fall of the Berlin Wall, people from across the political spectrum in Europe and

Democracy and Dictatorship in Europe Sheri Berman 2019 Democracy and Dictatorship in Europe examines the

America celebrated a great achievement, felt a common purpose and, very often, forged personal friendships. Yet

development of various political regimes in Europe from the ancien regime up through the present day. It

over the following decades the euphoria evaporated, the common purpose and centre ground gradually

analyzes why democracy flourishes at some times and in some places but not others and draws lessons from

disappeared, extremism rose once more and eventually - as this book compellingly relates - the relationships

European history that can help us better understand the political situation the world finds itself in today.

soured too. Anne Applebaum traces this history in an unfamiliar way, looking at the trajectories of individuals

False Dawn Steven A. Cook 2017 In False Dawn, noted Middle East regional expert Steven Cook offers a sweeping

caught up in the public events of the last three decades. When politics becomes polarized, which side do you back?

narrative account of the past five years, moving from Turkey to Tunisia to Yemen to Iraq to Egypt and beyond,

If you are a journalist, an intellectual, a civic leader, how do you deal with the re-emergence of authoritarian or

ultimately presenting a powerful theoretical analysis of why the Arab Spring failed.

nationalist ideas in your country? When your leaders appropriate history, or pedal conspiracies, or eviscerate the

Bring the War Home Kathleen Belew 2019-05 The white power movement in America wants a revolution. It has

media and the judiciary, do you go along with it? Twilight of Democracy is an essay that combines the personal

declared all-out war against the federal government and its agents, and has carried out—with military

and the political in an original way and brings a fresh understanding to the dynamics of public life in Europe and

precision—an escalating campaign of terror against the American public. Its soldiers are not lone wolves but are

America, both now and in the recent past.

highly organized cadres motivated by a coherent and deeply troubling worldview of white supremacy,

The Decline and Rise of Democracy David Stasavage 2020-06-02 "One of the most important books on political

anticommunism, and apocalypse. In Bring the War Home, Kathleen Belew gives us the first full history of the

regimes written in a generation."—Steven Levitsky, New York Times–bestselling author of How Democracies Die

movement that consolidated in the 1970s and 1980s around a potent sense of betrayal in the Vietnam War and

A new understanding of how and why early democracy took hold, how modern democracy evolved, and what

made tragic headlines in the 1995 bombing of the Oklahoma City federal building. Returning to an America ripped

this history teaches us about the future Historical accounts of democracy’s rise tend to focus on ancient Greece and

apart by a war that, in their view, they were not allowed to win, a small but driven group of veterans, active-

pre-Renaissance Europe. The Decline and Rise of Democracy draws from global evidence to show that the story is
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much richer—democratic practices were present in many places, at many other times, from the Americas before

and globalisation.

European conquest, to ancient Mesopotamia, to precolonial Africa. Delving into the prevalence of early democracy

To Kill A Democracy Debasish Roy Chowdhury 2021-06-24 India is heralded as the world's largest democracy.

throughout the world, David Stasavage makes the case that understanding how and where these democracies

Yet, there is now growing alarm about its democratic health. To Kill a Democracy gets to the heart of the matter.

flourished—and when and why they declined—can provide crucial information not just about the history of

Combining poignant life stories with sharp scholarly insight, it rejects the belief that India was once a beacon of

governance, but also about the ways modern democracies work and where they could manifest in the future.

democracy but is now being ruined by the destructive forces of Modi-style populism. The book details the much

Drawing from examples spanning several millennia, Stasavage first considers why states developed either

deeper historical roots of the present-day assaults on civil liberties and democratic institutions. Democracy, the

democratic or autocratic styles of governance and argues that early democracy tended to develop in small places

authors also argue, is much more than elections and the separation of powers. It is a whole way of life lived in

with a weak state and, counterintuitively, simple technologies. When central state institutions (such as a tax

dignity, and that is why they pay special attention to the decaying social foundations of Indian democracy. In

bureaucracy) were absent—as in medieval Europe—rulers needed consent from their populace to govern. When

compelling fashion, the book describes daily struggles for survival and explains how lived social injustices and

central institutions were strong—as in China or the Middle East—consent was less necessary and autocracy more

unfreedoms rob Indian elections of their meaning, while at the same time feeding the decadence and iron-fisted

likely. He then explores the transition from early to modern democracy, which first took shape in England and

rule of its governing institutions. Much more than a book about India, To Kill A Democracy argues that what is

then the United States, illustrating that modern democracy arose as an effort to combine popular control with a

happening in the country is globally important, and not just because every third person living in a democracy is

strong state over a large territory. Democracy has been an experiment that has unfolded over time and across the

an Indian. It shows that when democracies rack and ruin their social foundations, they don't just kill off the spirit

world—and its transformation is ongoing. Amidst rising democratic anxieties, The Decline and Rise of Democracy

and substance of democracy. They lay the foundations for despotism.

widens the historical lens on the growth of political institutions and offers surprising lessons for all who care about

How Democracies Die Steven Levitsky 2018-01-25 Two Harvard professors explain the dangerous world we face

governance.

today Democracies can die with a coup d'état - or they can die slowly. This happens most deceptively when in

Ill Winds Larry Diamond 2019-06-11 *Shortlisted for the 2020 Arthur Ross Book Award* From America’s leading

piecemeal fashion, with the election of an authoritarian leader, the abuse of governmental power and the complete

scholar of democracy, a personal, passionate call to action against the rising authoritarianism that challenges our

repression of opposition. All three steps are being taken around the world - not least with the election of Donald

world order—and the very value of liberty Larry Diamond has made it his life's work to secure democracy's

Trump - and we must all understand how we can stop them. In How Democracies Die, Harvard professors Steven

future by understanding its past and by advising dissidents fighting autocracy around the world. Deeply attuned to

Levitsky and Daniel Ziblatt draw insightful lessons from across history - from the rule of General Augusto

the cycles of democratic expansion and decay that determine the fates of nations, he watched with mounting

Pinochet in Chile to the quiet undermining of Turkey's constitutional system by President Recip Erdogan - to

unease as illiberal rulers rose in Hungary, Poland, Turkey, the Philippines, and beyond, while China and Russia

shine a light on regime breakdown across the twentieth and twenty-first centuries. Notably they point to the

grew increasingly bold and bullying. Then, with Trump's election at home, the global retreat from freedom

dangers of an authoritarian leader faced with a major crisis. Based on years of research, they present a deep

spread from democracy's margins to its heart. Ill Winds' core argument is stark: the defense and advancement of

understanding of how and why democracies die; an alarming analysis of how democracy is being subverted today

democratic ideals relies on U.S. global leadership. If we do not reclaim our traditional place as the keystone of

in the US and beyond; and a guide for maintaining and repairing a threatened democracy, for governments,

democracy, today's authoritarian swell could become a tsunami, providing an opening for Vladimir Putin, Xi

political parties and individuals. History doesn't repeat itself. But we can protect our democracy by learning its

Jinping, and their admirers to turn the twenty-first century into a dark time of despotism. We are at a hinge in

lessons, before it's too late.

history, between a new era of tyranny and an age of democratic renewal. Free governments can defend their

Performing Representation Shirin M. Rai 2018-10-09 Seven decades after India’s independence women members

values; free citizens can exercise their rights. We can make the internet safe for liberal democracy, exploit the soft,

occupy 1 in 10 seats in the Lok Sabha, the lower house of the Indian Parliament. In analysing women’s limited

kleptocratic underbelly of dictatorships, and revive America's degraded democracy. Ill Winds offers concrete,

presence in the Indian Parliament, Performing Representation breaks new ground in scholarship on gender and

deeply informed suggestions to fight polarization, reduce the influence of money in politics, and make every vote

politics. It explores the possibilities and limits of parliamentary democracy and the participation of women in its

count. In 2020, freedom's last line of defense still remains "We the people."

institutional performances. This book offers new insights into the gendered nature of the performance, aesthetics,

How Democracies Die Steven Levitsky 2018 Democracies can die with a coup d'Utat - or they can die slowly. This

and norms of parliamentary life through an examination of electoral data, legislative debates, and life stories of

happens most deceptively when in piecemeal fashion, with the election of an authoritarian leader, the abuse of

women MPs. The authors avoid both the framing of women MPs either simply as challengers of masculinized

governmental power and the complete repression of opposition. All three steps are being taken around the world -

institutional politics or only as docile actors in a gendered institution. Making a strong case for taking parliamentary

not least with the election of Donald Trump - and we must all understand how we can stop them. From the reign

politics seriously in these times of populism, the book raises critical questions about the politics of difference, claim-

of General Augusto Pinochet in Chile to the quiet undermining of Turkey's constitutional system by President

making, representation, and intersectionality and addresses these as part of global feminist debates on the

Recip Erdogan, Harvard professors Steven Levitsky and Daniel Ziblatt draw insightful lessons from across history

importance of the women’s representation in political institutions.

to shine a light on governmental breakdown across the 20th and 21st centuries - including the dangers of an

Crises of Democracy Adam Przeworski 2019-09-26 Examines the economic, social, cultural, as well as purely

authoritarian leader faced with a major crisis. Based on years of research, they present a deep understanding of

political threats to democracy in the light of current knowledge.

how and why democracies die; an alarming analysis of how democracy is being subverted today in the US and

The Confidence Trap David Runciman 2017-10-31 Why do democracies keep lurching from success to failure? The

beyond; and a guide for maintaining and repairing a threatened democracy, for governments, political parties and

current financial crisis is just the latest example of how things continue to go wrong, just when it looked like they

individuals. History doesn't repeat itself. But we can protect our democracy by learning its lessons, before it's too

were going right. In this wide-ranging, original, and compelling book, David Runciman tells the story of modern

late.

democracy through the history of moments of crisis, from the First World War to the economic crash of 2008. A

The Death of Truth Michiko Kakutani 2018-07-17 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • From the Pulitzer

global history with a special focus on the United States, The Confidence Trap examines how democracy survived

Prize–winning critic comes an impassioned critique of America’s retreat from reason We live in a time when the

threats ranging from the Great Depression to the Cuban missile crisis, and from Watergate to the collapse of

very idea of objective truth is mocked and discounted by the occupants of the White House. Discredited conspiracy

Lehman Brothers. It also looks at the confusion and uncertainty created by unexpected victories, from the defeat of

theories and ideologies have resurfaced, proven science is once more up for debate, and Russian propaganda floods

German autocracy in 1918 to the defeat of communism in 1989. Throughout, the book pays close attention to the

our screens. The wisdom of the crowd has usurped research and expertise, and we are each left clinging to the

politicians and thinkers who grappled with these crises: from Woodrow Wilson, Nehru, and Adenauer to

beliefs that best confirm our biases. How did truth become an endangered species in contemporary America? This

Fukuyama and Obama. In The Confidence Trap, David Runciman shows that democracies are good at recovering

decline began decades ago, and in The Death of Truth, former New York Times critic Michiko Kakutani takes a

from emergencies but bad at avoiding them. The lesson democracies tend to learn from their mistakes is that they

penetrating look at the cultural forces that contributed to this gathering storm. In social media and literature,

can survive them—and that no crisis is as bad as it seems. Breeding complacency rather than wisdom, crises lead to

television, academia, and politics, Kakutani identifies the trends—originating on both the right and the left—that

the dangerous belief that democracies can muddle through anything—a confidence trap that may lead to a crisis

have combined to elevate subjectivity over factuality, science, and common values. And she returns us to the

that is just too big to escape, if it hasn't already. The most serious challenges confronting democracy today are debt,

words of the great critics of authoritarianism, writers like George Orwell and Hannah Arendt, whose work is

the war on terror, the rise of China, and climate change. If democracy is to survive them, it must figure out a way

newly and eerily relevant. With remarkable erudition and insight, Kakutani offers a provocative diagnosis of our

to break the confidence trap.

current condition and points toward a new path for our truth-challenged times.

The Age of Surveillance Capitalism Shoshana Zuboff 2019-01-31 THE TOP 10 SUNDAY TIMES BESTSELLER

On Democracy Robert A. Dahl 2020-11-24 Written by the preeminent democratic theorist of our time, this book

Shortlisted for the FT Business Book of the Year Award 2019 'Easily the most important book to be published this

explains the nature, value, and mechanics of democracy. In a new introduction to this Veritas edition, Ian Shapiro

century. I find it hard to take any young activist seriously who hasn't at least familarised themselves with Zuboff's

considers how Dahl would respond to the ongoing challenges democracy faces in the modern world. "Within the

central ideas.' - Zadie Smith, The Guardian The challenges to humanity posed by the digital future, the first

liberal democratic camp there is considerable controversy about exactly how to define democracy. Probably the

detailed examination of the unprecedented form of power called "surveillance capitalism," and the quest by

most influential voice among contemporary political scientists in this debate has been that of Robert Dahl."--Marc

powerful corporations to predict and control us. The heady optimism of the Internet's early days is gone.

Plattner, New York Times "An excellent introduction for novices, as well as a trusty handbook for experts and

Technologies that were meant to liberate us have deepened inequality and stoked divisions. Tech companies

political science mavens."--Publishers Weekly

gather our information online and sell it to the highest bidder, whether government or retailer. Profits now

Me the People Nadia Urbinati 2019-08-06 Populism suddenly is everywhere, and everywhere misunderstood.

depend not only on predicting our behaviour but modifying it too. How will this fusion of capitalism and the

Nadia Urbinati argues that populism should be regarded as government based on an unmediated relationship

digital shape our values and define our future? Shoshana Zuboff shows that we are at a crossroads. We still have

between the leader and those defined as the “good” or “right” people. Mingling history, theory, and current affairs,

the power to decide what kind of world we want to live in, and what we decide now will shape the rest of the

Urbinati illuminates populism’s tense relation to democracy.

century. Our choices: allow technology to enrich the few and impoverish the many, or harness it and distribute its

Theories of Democracy Frank Cunningham 2002-11-01 This is the first book to be published in this exciting new

benefits. The Age of Surveillance Capitalism is a deeply-reasoned examination of the threat of unprecedented

series on political philosophy. Cunningham provides a critical and clear introduction to the main contemporary

power free from democratic oversight. As it explores this new capitalism's impact on society, politics, business, and

approaches to democracy: participatory democracy, classic and radical pluralism, deliberative democracy, catallaxy,

technology, it exposes the struggles that will decide both the next chapter of capitalism and the meaning of

and others. Also discussed are theorists in the background of current democratic thought, such as Tocqueville, Mill,

information civilization. Most critically, it shows how we can protect ourselves and our communities and ensure

and Rousseau. The book includes applications of democratic theories including an extended discussion of democracy

we are the masters of the digital rather than its slaves.
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